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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
BETWEEN:
LEE CARTER, HOLLIS JOHNSON, DR. WILLIAM SHOICHET, THE BRITISH
COLUMBIA CIVIL LIBERTIES ASSOCIATION and GLORIA TAYLOR
PLAINTIFFS
AND:
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA
DEFENDANT
AND:
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
INTERVENOR

AFFIDAVIT
I, LEE CARTER, in the Village of Fort Langley, in the Province of British Columbia, SWEAR
(OR AFFIRM) THAT:
1.

I am the first-named plaintiff in this action and as such have personal knowledge of the

facts and matters hereinafter deposed to, save and except where same are stated to be made on
infonnation and belief, and where so stated, I verily believe them to be true.
2.

I am married to the second-named plaintiff in this matter, Hollis johnson (,'Hollis"). We

have been married since 1985.
mother-in-law.

Kathleen Ca11er ("Kay") was my mother and Hollis's
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Kay was born in 1920 and died on January 15, 2010, at the Dignitas clinic in Forch,

Switzerland.

Her death was caused by the voluntary ingestion of a lethal dose of sodium

pentobarbital prescribed for that purpose by a qualified Swiss physician. Hollis, my brother, my
sister and I were all with Kay at the time she swallowed the drug and at the moment of her death.

Kay's Illness
4.

In 2008, Kay moved into the Lynn Valley Care Centre in North Vancouver, British

Columbia. Although her condition was then undiagnosed, Kay's physical well-being played a
significant role in her decision to move into a care home.
5.

In 2008, Kay, began experiencing arm pain and decreased hand dexterity which she

raised with her family physician, Dr. John Adair.

Dr. Adair referred Kay to a neurologist,

Dr. Donald Cameron. Kay told me and I believe that she was diagnosed, around and about that
time, as having central cervical spinal stenosis with myelopathy.
6.

Dr. Cameron sent Kay for a number of MRI and CT scans. Attached hereto and marked

as Exhibit A to this my Affidavit is a true copy of a letter dated November 21, 2008 from
Dr. Cameron to Dr. Adair regarding Kay's condition ("Cameron Report"). Attached hereto and
marked as Exhibit B to this my Affidavit is a true copy CT scan results from a February 12,
2009 scan of Kay's cervical and lumbar spine ("2009 Test Report"). I picked up the 2009 Test
Report from the doctor's offices at Kay's request, and Kay subsequently showed them to me.
7.

Kay told me that she was advised that the only non-symptomatic treatment for spinal

stenosis was surgical intervention, and that decompressive surgery could relieve the compression
on her spine. Kay told me that she did not want the surgical option because of the risks involved.
8.

On September 9, 2009, I attended a diagnostic and prognostic consultation with Kay and

Dr. Steven Helper. I received a consultation report directly from Dr. Helper. Attached hereto
and marked as Exhibit C to this my Affidavit is a true copy of Dr. Helper'S consultation report
("Helper Report"). Dr. Helper confirmed Kay's leading diagnosis of partial cervical tetraplegia
secondary to severe central spinal stenosis with resultant spinal cord compromise. Dr. Helper
observed that Kay's treatment options had not changed. He further observed that even if Kay
were to undergo a surgical decompression, "the best she could hope for is halting of her
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neurological deterioration" and that it was unlikely that she would "see significant recovery."
accepted Dr. Helper's advice in this respect and believe that Kay did as well.
9.

Although Kay's thinking and speaking capacities remained clear, following her initial

complaints of pain and numbness in January and February 2008, Kay's physical condition
deteriorated steadily. The dexterity in her hands and arms decreased rapidly. She began to
experience pain and numbness in her legs. She began to suffer urinary incontinence. Kay was
prescribed medication for her pain at increasing levels as her condition deteriorated.
10.

By August 2009, Kay needed the assistance of an aid for dressing, toileting and most of

her daily activities. She had extremely limited movement in her hands. Her right hand no longer
functioned properly and although she was occasionally able to eat some of her meals without
assistance, for the most part she could not eat without help.

Kay was unable to walk and

confined to a wheelchair. She could not move herself in the wheelchair. If she was lying flat,
she needed assistance to sit up. She suffered chronic pain, which was now treated with a series
of daily medications. Kay told me that her neurologist, Dr. Cameron, said that her condition
would eventually reduce her to lying flat in bed, completely unable to move.
11.

For a period of time prior to the end of her life, Kay wore diapers because she required

assistance to go to the washroom and this assistance was often untimely. Towards the end of her
life, Kay was incontinent. It bothered Kay that she needed to ask to have her diapers changed.
This was extremely difficult for my mother as she was a shy, fastidious and fiercely independent
woman by nature. Untimely assistance was unsatisfying and humiliating for my mom and for
this reason and others (including getting her out of bed in the morning, brushing her teeth,
toiletry issues, getting into the wheelchair, getting down for breakfast, getting assistance to eat,
etc.) my mom hired someone to solely care for her six days a week at her expense.
12.

Kay repeatedly expressed to me, and to others in my presence, her concern that her

condition made her feel trapped in her own body and stripped of her independence. Always one
looking for social, intellectual and cultural stimulation, Kay was now unable to turn on the TV,
change channels, use a telephone, read a newspaper or turn on the radio. Kay's quality of life
was so compromised that she began to lose her will to live. On a number of occasions, Kay
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stated to me that she did not want to live her life in that condition. She said that she had no
interest in living as an "ironing board" in a bed. I believed her on both accounts.

Kay's Decision to Terminate Her Own Life
13.

On or about July 26, 2009, Kay determined that she wanted to terminate her own life as

soon as possible by means of physician-assisted suicide. She told me that she had realized, in the
middle of the night and with absolute conviction, that she wanted to die with dignity and to do so
as soon as possible. Kay informed all of her children separately of her hope to terminate her life
in Switzerland.
14.

I was completely convinced of the sincerity of Kay's wish. I was not personally shocked

by Kay's stated desire to end her life as it was a subject that we had previously discussed and I
had always known her to be a very strong-willed and independent person. In her early years, for
example, mom hated being poor and took on menial and sometimes demeaning jobs in order to
earn extra spending money.

Other later examples of Kay's independence include:

hiking

Mt. Kilimanjaro with my father and I when she was at the age of 50; going alone to the Russian
Summer Olympics in protest of the USA boycott; going back to Simon Fraser University in her
50's for ESL accreditation; joining, through the University of British Columbia, the first official
Canadian group to go to China; unilaterally deciding to paint derelict park benches on Bowen
Island; beautifying a grubby public space near her home (an act for which she was nominated for
the Silent Hero Award (North Vancouver)); joining Toastmasters to allay her fears around public
speaking; and, of course, her decision to travel to Switzerland to die with dignity. In her last 20
years she continued to belong to a book club, play the recorder with a group called the "Pickled
Onions", walk the sea wall, and participate in several 'discussion' groups. In her younger years,
Kay had been a qualified elementary school teacher and had worked in that profession prior to
marrying my father. She raised seven children with my father. Ten years after my father died,
Kay sold the family home and moved into an apartment. She later moved into a suite in one of
my sisters' homes, but she continued to drive, and lead an active and independent life. In my
mind, these examples are all consistent with Kay's independent nature.
15.

Given the way she had lived her life and consistent with her values throughout her life, it

was not surprising to me that Kay would find a state of dependence and the loss of control and
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privacy an intolerable indignity. Being in control of her life was of paramount importance to
Kay and a consistent thread that ran throughout the entirety of her life. As such, Kay was a
classy, proud, self-determined and autonomous woman who enjoyed being in charge of herself,
her time and her life. Kay told me that the idea of lying about in an adult diaper was completely
repugnant to her. She said and I believe that she was truly horrified by her vision of her future a vision she said she could see in detail just by looking around her at the care facility.
Sometimes when Kay was reading the obituaries, she would express jealousy at the people who
had died. "Aren't they the lucky onesT, she would say.
16.

Kay told me and I believed that she wanted to end her life in Canada, but was aware that

assisting suicide is a criminal offence in Canada. Kay asked me and Hollis to support and assist
her in arranging an assisted suicide in Switzerland and to support her and assist her to travel to
Switzerland for that purpose. Hollis and I discussed the fact that assisting Kay could expose us
to criminal charges in Canada. We resolved to assist Kay and to assume the risk of prosecution
in order to help her die with dignity. This was not a difficult decision for us because we knew
that Kay's wish to terminate her life was genuine and of fundamental importance to her.
17.

Kay asked me to contact a Canadian "Right to Die" group and ask them how to go about

looking into Switzerland and obtaining an assisted suicide there. I made inquiries to a group in
Toronto and was advised that there were two groups that I might to consider approaching, Exit
and Dignitas. I obtained some basic information on both groups for Kay. The latter group was a
Swiss group that offered services to non-residents.

Kay and I went over this information

together.
18.

In August 2009, Kay decided she would like to apply to Dignitas if it could be arranged

and if she would be financially able to do so. She asked me to look further into Dignitas to see
what it would cost, and asked my sister Marie to provide her with an update on her (Kay's)
current financial status. We did as asked and reported back. It was apparent that Kay was elated
when she learned that she would be able to afford to go to Dignitas. It had been a long time
since I had seen her so engaged and animated. She asked me to sign her up as a member and she
immediately began thinking about and planning out the practical steps that would have to be
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taken to arrange for her to go - how she would get her passport photo taken and how we could
collect the required documentation.
19.

At Kay's instruction, I contacted Dignitas and assisted Kay to make an application for

membership with Dignitas.
20.

A meeting was then held amongst all her children, six attending in person and one by

teleconference. Some of my siblings had been and still were shocked by Kay's announcement.
At the meeting I gave my siblings a factual account of what I had learned and done so far in
terms oflooking into the matter at Kay's direction. We did not discuss our individual's views on
the merits of Kay's choice of physician-assisted suicide.
21.

Kay told me and I believe that two of my siblings asked her to consider whether she

would want to carry on and not go to Switzerland if we arranged for a facility overlooking the
ocean (which was a love of hers) and 24 hour care. She said, and I believed her, that she simply
did not want to live like this anymore and that her quality of life was non-existent.
22.

Dignitas requested a "Letter of Support" signed by Kay's children.

I provided my

siblings with this Letter of Support and told them that Dignitas would like it to be signed by
whomever was willing to do so. After our siblings meeting, I spoke to each sibling separately to
ask them, privately, if they wanted to sign the Letter of Support. Although not all agreed with
Kay's decision to choose a physician-assisted suicide, all agreed that Kay had a right to decide
the issue for herself. Each of us signed the Letter of Support and agreed to support whatever
decision Kay made. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit D to this my Affidavit is a true copy
of the signed Letter of Support dated August 12, 2009 ("Letter of Support").
23.

Dignitas also requested that Kay write a letter in order to introduce herself as part of their

membership application. Kay dictated a letter to my sister, Ann, who then typed it out. Attached
hereto and marked as Exhibit E to this my Affidavit is a true copy of Kay's letter to Dignitas
dated August 24, 2009 ("Introductory Letter").
24.

In August 2009, Dignitas advised that Kay would be required to write a letter requesting

a physician-assisted suicide if she wanted them to prepare one for her. I typed out a letter that
she dictated and she then signed it.

Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit F to this my

-7Affidavit is a true copy of Kay's letter of request to Dignitas dated August 30, 2009 ("Request
Letter").
25.

On September 17, 2009, at Kay's direction, I sent a letter and package of documents to

Dignitas. This package of documents consisted of: the Letter of Support, the Cameron Report,
the Helper Report, the 2009 Test Report, the Request Letter and the Introductory Letter.
26.

By letter dated September 23, 2009, Dignitas wrote to me acknowledging my

September 17th letter requesting a completed application form.

They requested some earlier

medical reports and the membership contribution required by Dignitas. Attached hereto and
marked as Exhibit G to this my Affidavit is a true copy of the Dignitas letter of September 23,
2009.
27.

On September 30,2009, at Kay's direction and on Kay's behalf, I wired her membership

contribution to Dignitas. On that same date, also, I sent an additional package of documents to
Dignitas. This package included: proof of a wire transfer of Kay's membership contribution and
her most recent MRI report and CT scan reports. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit H to
this my Affidavit is a true copy of the letter and package I sent to Dignitas on September 30,
2009.
28.

During the month of October 2009, we became very concerned about the amount of time

it was taking to an"ange matters with Dignitas. Kay's condition was deteriorating at a visibly
rapid rate. I checked with the airlines in early October and realized that the Executive First Class
seats were already full for a number of flights. This was a concern because Kay could only
travel first class as she would need to have a seat that allowed her to lie flat to travel that
distance. Kay was also increasingly concerned that that she might soon be unable to travel at all.
Just getting out of bed and into a wheelchair was getting more and more difficult for her. This
was a very stressful time for us all, as we realized that Kay's wish for a good death might well be
thwarted by the unavailability of an airline seat.
29.

Finally, by letter dated November 17, 2009, Dignitas advised that Kay had been given a

"provisional green light" for access to a physician-assisted suicide at Dignitas. This meant that a
Swiss physician had reviewed Kay's file and had indicated that he might be prepared to write the
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prescription for the required drugs for Kay. Kay was elated by this development and filled with
renewed hope. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit I to this my Affidavit is a true copy of
the Dignitas letter (with enclosure) of November 17,2009 (,'November 2009 Letter").
30.

The November 2009 Letter enclosed an information letter setting out what was required

of us to obtain an official death certificate from the Swiss Registry Office. Hollis and I assisted
Kay by obtaining the required documentation which included a data sheet for the authorities,
detailed information about Kay's family and children, detailed information on the persons
accompanying her, confirmation that the accompanying persons would be available to testify to
local authorities after Kay's death, passport photocopies of the accompanying persons, the long
version of Kay's birth certificate, a passport photograph of Kay, and a letter from a doctor
confirming that Kay was of sound mind. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit J to this my
Affidavit is a true copy of the December 3, 2009 letter provided by Dr. Adair confirming Kay's
competence and mental health.
31.

At the end of November 2009, we were advised by Dignitas that there were no available

dates until January 2010. We accepted January 15 as our date and Dignitas undertook to arrange
for the two medical consultations required as a precondition to assisted suicide under Swiss law
to take place on January 11 and 14.

Hollis and I made the flight and other arrangements

necessary for Kay to travel to Switzerland. However, Kay was very discouraged by the fact that
her date was not until January. She again began to worry that she would be unable to fly when
her departure date arrived due to her rapidly deteriorating condition. I tried to be reassuring by
telling her about other passengers I saw flying while I was a Flight Attendant, and that many of
these people had been in worse shape than she was. Hollis, Marie and I arranged to travel with
Kay in order to help her make the trip and to accompany her to Dignitas. Kay asked Marie, who
held Kay's power of attorney, to sell all Kay's stocks to ensure she had enough money to cover
all the associated costs.
32.

On January 5,2010, Kay had a telephone conversation with Dignitas, confirming that she

was the person making the request to die with dignity, that she chose to do so and that she made
the decision of her own volition. As Kay could not operate the phone on her own, I was present
and helped her make the telephone call.
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33.

Since we were concerned that somebody might try and stop Kay from gomg to

Switzerland we took considerable care to keep our plan a secret. This meant that we had to be
dishonest in our everyday dealings with family and most of our friends and those who we came
into contact with in the process of meeting the requirements set out by Dignitas and to facilitate
Kay's departure for Switzerland.

For example, because of our secrecy concerns the

grandchildren were not informed until November 2009 about Kay's decision to die with dignity,
robbing them of precious time to say their goodbyes.

Furthelmore, the care facility was

deliberately misled about the true nature of Kay's departure, depriving the staff, residents and
Kay of the opportunity to say final goodbyes to one another.
34.

My sister, Marie, and brother, Price, decided to travel to Switzerland and to accompany

Kay to Dignitas as well. Marie, Hollis, Kay and I all flew over together. Price flew separately a
few days later and met us in Switzerland. All five of us stayed in Zurich and then travelled out
to Dignitas, in Forch, when the time came.
35.

In Switzerland, Marie, Hollis and I accompanied Kay to attend at the office of the Swiss

physician for the first of the two medical consultations required as a precondition to assisted
suicide under Swiss law. As travelling to the first consultation had turned out to be quite an
ordeal, for the second consultation, the Swiss physician came to see Kay in her Zurich hotel
room. Following the second consultation, the Swiss physician approved Kay's request for an
assisted suicide.
36;

While we were in Zurich, Kay expressed a desire to write a farewell letter to her friends

explaining why she had chosen to die by means of an assisted suicide. Kay dictated the letter to
me while lying in her bed, and I typed it and then printed it out. Kay signed the letter herself and
I then had 125 copies made and addressed them to the persons Kay indicated on a review of her
address book. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit K to this my Affidavit is a true copy of
Kay's January 14,2010 farewell letter.
37.
Forch.

The next day, Marie, Price, Hollis and I accompanied Kay by taxi to the Dignitas clinic in
Before we left, we went out for breakfast and Kay ate all her favourite things.

Afterwards, she had a rest and then got dressed in the outfit she had picked out ahead of time. At
the clinic, a Dignitas staff member, "Erica", repeatedly asked Kay to confirm her desire to
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terminate her life. Kay without hesitation, repeatedly and decisively stated that she was ready
and wished to proceed.

Notwithstanding her difficulties with her hands, Kay signed the

authorizing paperwork provided by the Dignitas staff. Marie, Price, Hollis and I remained with
Kay at the Dignitas clinic.
38.

Erica instructed Kay that if she wanted to spend more time with her family, we were

welcome to linger at the clinic for hours, but Kay declined, stating that she would like to get
started. Erica gave Kay a medication to settle her stomach. After about 30 minutes, Kay was
moved from her wheelchair to a bed and we positioned ourselves around her, entwining our arms
around Kay and each other. We took a family photo then; everyone in it is smiling. Erica then
brought the prescribed dose of sodium pentobarbital to Kay which was presented to her in a
small drinking glass. Due to Kay's difficulties with her hands, Erica helped hold the glass and
Kay drank the medication using a straw. Kay drank the liquid quickly; she had been practicing
all week to make sure she could get it all down before becoming unconscious.

This was

important because we were told of a previous patient who was not able to get it all down fast
enough and who fell unconscious before he finished the drink resulting in him not dying and
being taken to the hospital. The Swiss physician had advised Kay to eat some chocolate after the
sodium pentobarbital in order to cut its bitterness, so I had purchased some fine Swiss chocolate
in Sprungli's and brought it with us.

In acknowledgement of the bitter/sweetness of our

situation, and in solidarity with Kay's choice to die with dignity, after she drank the liquid, we all
ate a piece of fine Swiss chocolate with her.
39.

Kay began to feel sleepy right after eating the chocolate and fell unconscious within

minutes. Erica told us that Kay could still hear us if we spoke, so we reminisced about our father
and other family memories. After about 20 minutes, Kay was gone. We sat there with her for a
bit longer and then eventually got up and went back to sit at the table. There was paperwork to
be signed by all who were in attendance. Erica then gave us each a drink of cognac and asked us
if we would like tea.
40.

Thirty minutes after Kay's departure, people from the Coroner's office and the police

were introduced to us. They inquired about her medical condition, her deterioration, offered
their condolences and warmly shook our hands before departing. Once final protocols were
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We all felt

physically and emotionally exhausted but were uplifted by the fact that Kay's wishes had finally
been realized. None of us were despairing or overcome with grief. I believe that Kay died
exactly as she had wanted to and I was happy for her and at peace.
41.

When we arrived back in Zurich, Marie and I mailed out the 125 farewell letters as per

Kay's directions. We arranged for Kay's ashes to remain in Switzerland, scattered in a forest, in
accordance with Kay's wishes.
42.

The fmancial costs incurred in travelling to Switzerland from Vancouver, maintaining

accommodations in Switzerland, obtaining the services of the Swiss physician, and obtaining the
services of Dignitas were considerable. Kay's costs in these respects were paid by Kay from her
remaining life's savings and amounted to approximately $32,000.
43.

We were well aware at the time that we assisted Kay to go to Switzerland that our

conduct could be considered a breach of the Canadian criminal law. We did not, and do not,
want to be criminally prosecuted for our actions in assisting Kay. However, we had absolutely
no hesitation about taking that risk is order to help Kay fulfil her wish. We understand that
whether we will be charged is a discretionary decision made by the police in conjunction with
the Crown. We are also aware that there is no statute of limitations on criminal offences in
Canada. We understand that we could yet be charged under the Criminal Code for what we did
to help Kay.
44.

I have experienced censure and criticism from some third parties for our actions in

assisting Kay. Kay's trip to Dignitas has been subject to media coverage and some of the posted
comments have been critical. I am aware that there are people who publicly equate what we did
for Kay with "elder abuse" and "killing'". Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit L to this my
Affidavit is a true copy of a print off an excerpt from the blog posting of Alex Schadenberg, the
executive

director

of

the

Euthanasia

Prevention

Coalition

Canada

<http://alexschadenberg.blogspot.com/search/label/Assisted%20Suicide.
45.

I believe that Kay ought to have been able to obtain an physician-assisted suicide here, in

Vancouver, surrounded by as many of her family and friends as she wished and ought not to
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have been required to go through the gruelling stress and uncertainty involved in arranging for a
physician-assisted suicide in Switzerland. It was apparent to me that the stress of applying to
Dignitas and the uncertainty about whether she would be able to make the trip given the state of
her health often preoccupied Kay's thinking and I felt cheated of precious time that we might
otherwise have spent saying our goodbyes in a more relaxed atmosphere.
46.

I want the option of being able to arrange and legally obtain, in Canada,

physician-assisted dying services for myself, for Hollis and for other persons I love, in the event
that I or any other loved one should suffer a grievous and irremediable illness and wish to end
the suffering and die with dignity.
SWORN (OR AFFIRMED) BEFORE ME
at Vancouver, British Columbia, on 24 Aug
2011
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INDICATION: Neck pain. dysesthesia C1-2 dermatomes. Back pain. ?
stenosis.
TECHNIQUE: Non-contrast CT cervical and lumbar spine.
FINDINGS:
CT - CERVICAL SPINE
Vertebral body alignment is preserved. As before, there is widening of
the predental space to approximately 5 mm. calcification surrounds the
odontoid. The odontoid tip is seen near the level of the foramen
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compression. Mild left neural foraminal stenosis is present
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C3-4 demonstrates moderate right paracentral and posterior disc
osteophyte with right and left uncovertebral osteophyte. There is
severe right and moderate to severe left neural foraminal stenosis. C56 demonstrates moderate posterior disc osteophyte complex, with
associated uncovertebral osteophyte and severe bilateral neural
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foraminal stenosis. C6-7 demonstrates posterior disc osteophyte and
uncovertebral osteophyte with severe left and moderate to severe right
neural foraminal stenosis. There is moderate posterior disc osteophyte
at C7-T1
IMPRESSION: Severe degenerative changes throughout the cervical spine as
described. There is a degree of basilar invagination, and I suspect
compression of the cervicomedullary junction. This would be better
assessed with MRI.
CT - LUMBAR SPINE
FINDINGS: No malalignment No acute osseous abnormality. L 1-2
demonstrates mild generalised disc bulge, and moderate to severe left
and moderate right facet degeneration with mild to moderate dural
compression.
L2-3 demonstrates severe disc space narrowing and endplate degeneration
with posterior generalised disc bulge. severe bilateral facet
degeneration and ligamentum flavum hypertrophy, and moderate dural
compression .
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L3-4 demonstrates moderate generalised posterior disc bulge, severe disc
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compression. No overt nerve root compression,
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4

; 'Vancouver ../""
A

CoastalHealth
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North Shore f coast Garibaldi Health ServIces

Lions Gate Hospital

Tel: 604-984-5116
Fax: 604-984-5711

North Vancouver, BC, V7L 2L7

I CARTER.KATHLEEN
I OOB: 1920 Aug 19 (88Y)

COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY REPORT

Unit # 0148125

Check in # 1250878
Chock in Date: 2009 Feb 11

1938

Report Released: 2009 Feb 12

1800

F

I Patient Location: OPI

PHN

9018-490-893

Account # A08259401

PHYSICIANS:

TO: CAMERON,DONALD A
210-125 EAST 13TH STREET
NORTH VANCOU Be
V7L 2L3

Ordered
Admitting:
Attending:
Family:

CAMERON,DONALD A
CAMERON, DONALD A
CAMERON,DONALD A
ADAIR,JOHN DeAL)

Referring: ADAIR,JOHN D(AL)

CHECK IN #
EXAM(S)
1250878-80200,1250879-80600

degeneration with vacuum phenomenon. There is a generalised posterior
disc bulge, moderate facet degeneration and ligamentum flavum
hypertrophy, and moderate dural compression. Moderate bilateral neural
foraminal stenosis is present without overt nerve root compression.
l5-S1 demonstrates mild disc space narrowing and endplate degeneration
without evidence of dural compreSSion. There is mild foraminal stenosis
bilaterally, more prominent on the right than left but no evidence of
overt nerve root compression.
IMPRESSION: Multilevel lumbar degenerative disc changes and dural
compression as described.
Transcriptionist- VS , Transcriptionist
Reading Radiologist- ANDREW THOMPSON, Radiologist
ReleaSing Radiolpgist- ANDREW THOMPSON, RadiolOgist
Released Date Time- 09/02/12 1800

I
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FALSE CREEK SURGERY CENTRE
CONS~TATION~PORT

:sep'temtDer 9,2009

Date:

Kathleen

Patient Name:

DOB:

19,1920

PHN: 9018 490 893
Dear Doctor Cameron:
Today I had the
to evaluate
Carter at the False Creek ,,,,-n.....,
the company of her daughter, The reason for her
was to
for her
deterioration. She was also concerned about the
un<lefl,wldlrlg that you have followed Mrs. Carter since
stenosis with
that Mrs. Carter arrived at my
is that of interventional
1","'U'\.111\O and Rehabilitation.
I
Cord Unit at the G.F.
it was in spine
disorders_
It

History of Presenting Illness: The details of Mrs_ Carter's
illness are well known to VOlilrsel[
In
she
to
left~sided arm pain associated with bilateral hand decreased
Her condition deteriorated
thereafter.
the
in her upper extremities
worsened.
she
to develop bilateral
with gross evidence of
cord
This was followed
incontinence.
Mrs. Carter is limited to the use of a wheelchair. She is COlrnpleu~ly ae,)endel:lt
and all of her instrnmental activities of daily
She has
lost the
use of her hands for any fine motor task. She has been incontinent of bladder for the last six months. She
a
in her
but has not beeome
incontinent. She has noticed a
has
deterioration in her
with increased shortness
and decreased energy. She has
also notieed a decrease in the power
her
These are the
from her review of
"".i'Nf.,.." of

Prior Investigations: I was .....c'vlll..n with Mrs. Carter's

dated back

of 2008.

she had an MRl of the cervical
which showed multilevel
disk
On July 7,
LU(l,UE;.'"" with multilevel foraminal stenosis
The most
was, of course, the
severe central
stenosis at C3-4 with evidence of cord COlnprmmse
This is Exhibit C referred to in the
Affidavit of Lee Carter, sworn before
me on August
, 2011.

Fatse Creek S,u·oP.",
Floor SS5 West 8th A.v.'.......
Tel: 6()4.739-9695 Fax:
tjdt
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FALSE CREEK SURGERV CENTRE - CONSULTATION REPORT
DATE OF CONSULTATION: September 9, 2009
PATIENT NAME:
CARTER, Kathleen "Kay"

Page!

I did not have any of your clinical reports for review
MRJ was followed
a CT
scan of the head on August 5, 2008. The history states
upper
bilaterally and
decreased fine motor. Query CNS ischemia". It is my best guess from following the documentation that
a
source of central nervous system compromise was being soughc This may have been related
This may be
to the patient's
deteriorating
function that she described in my office
se(~onaarv to the dysesthesia she was experiencing over the occiput of
head above the level of the
known spinal cord compromise. The dictating radiologist does comment on abnormal, but stable changes
at the Cl-2 level with "widening of the predental space and narrowing of the spinal canal at the Cl-2
level"
The patient'S clinical history and the exact chronological order of events were not
deciphered in my
office today. From what I could
the leading
in 2008 was indeed partial ,.. ".:>"""'''''''
to her upper cervical
stenosis. J believe she was offered
surgery.
I believe she declined the surgery due to the operative risks. I believe she chose a course of observation
instcad.
In February
Mrs. Carter underwent two new imaging studies. She underwent a CT scan of the
cervical spine and a CT sean of the lumbar spine. It is my understanding that these
were taken for
IJV"t;;II11'" pain management options for some new symptoms of back pain and burning
at the
base of her skull. The
verbal
gave me no indication that there was a second
evaluation fur a
There may have been some concern that she W3..;;; PY,....,r,pnr,
Y,,",""''->l(U> at the base of the skull that were above the known level of stenosis at C34. Perhaps
comprnmise to the
C2 dorsal root
or C3 nerve root were considered on the broad
di fferential.
Regardless, the results from Mrs. Caner's

studies in August 2009 did not change her

Past Medical History:

2.
3,

Colitis.

4,

A que:stlo,natJt!e respu-atoiry

Surgicaillistory: Cesarcan section.
Medications:
I.
2.

of asthma, The

takes

ana

basis,

7

FALSE CREEK SURGERY CENTRE
DATE OF CONSULTATION:
PATIENT NAME:

CONSULTATION REPORT
9,
Kathleen

Pagel

3. Blood pressure medtc:atlOI name unclear.

4.
Allergies:
I.

Mild lactose intolerance.

2. Mild wheat intolerance.
3.

Dust 'U"~'E;'''''''

Pbysieal Examination: The
was
examined in the office
She was examined
from her wheelchair, She demonstrates increased tone in the bilateral lower extremities at
a
She demonstrates uvcuu,,,,
on the Ashworth Modified Scale. She demonstrates brisk reflexes
Hoffmann reflexes
She demonstrates decreased motor power
in the upper and lower
The
loss of power and function is in the distal upper
the
intrinsic musculature. She demonstrates altered sensation ,.'VIJ'U,'y
Impression: Kathleen Carter's clinical preserltatlon is consistent with a
cervieal
to severe central
stenosis at C34 with resultant cord
Her clinical
is consistent with a
eentral cord SVTldn()m,e.

i"'".nru·r.n4""A

I agree that Mrs. Carter's clinieal case is further cornpllcatea
her
dermatomal levels above the C4
There are a number of
and
at the base of her skull.
the
one must include:

1. Extension of cord edema "A'~"A.• ",,; to the C34 COIDm'om

2.

3. ;:.p,omlVll(){IC stenosis around the
4.

Somatic

C3 and

from lateral atlantoaxial

on the

C2 nerve roots.
than left

Plan:
It is my

that Kathleen Carter's

are not

at this time,

The SVIlrlnt()ms

eXlperlerlcirlg

to the C34 level are of a broad differentiaL
not care to have them
at this time,

,",iqJlldl<lU
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FALSE CREEK SURGERY CENTRE CONSULTATION REPORT
DATE OF CONSULTATION: September 9, 2009
PATIENT NAME:
CARTER, Kathleen "Kay"

3, It is my
that Mrs. Carter was offered a ~_.",._,_.
stenosis earlier in her clinical course. Due to the high operative
4.

I do not believe her primary diagnosis has
changed.

I;lIiJlIIgt:o

Page 4

OieCCim~jre!;Slcm

of her known
she chose to defer surgery.

I do not believe her treatment

have

5. If she were to undergo a surgical decompression, the best she could hope for is halting of her
neurological deterioration, She is unlikely to see significant recovery. There likely is a high risk
of perioperative complications and this is best answered by the reviewing surgeon, such as
yourself.
6. When asked to choose between further neurological deterioration and passing away, the patient
chose the latter. When asked to choose her preference between a static neurological picture and
13(1;,.,111)'; away, the patient chose
away. These responses are consistent with the daughter's
understanding of her mom's wishes.
7. In the end, Kathleen Carter is experiencing a
partial cervical spinal cord
with a
poor prognosis. She does not wish to undergo surgical intervention. She has been counseled
regarding the multisystem complications that can occur in spinal cord injuries including
respiratory and bladder
amongst a wide list from head to toe. She showed good
session. She will return to your office should she wish to
comprehension of our
discuss operative intervention moving forward.
8. Her
was informed of the services at the G.F.
Rehabilitation Centre through the
Spinal Cord Injury Program. Mrs. Carter is currently in a nursing home. She is currently
receiving full time care.
today's review of Kathleen Carter's file is helpful for the
understanding of Mrs. C
. ,neurological picture.
\

Sincerely,
Steven
MD, FRCPC
Interventional Spine
Division of Pbysical Medi JD
False Creek Surgery Ce
Dictated but not read
Dr. Steven
Dr. Donald A. Cameron
Dr. John Adair
FCSC

nd Rehabilitation. UBC

understanding and the patient's
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This is Exhibit 0 referred to in the
Affidavit of Lee Carter, sworn
before me on ugust
2011.

(1etter of Support
r for taking Affidavits
r British Columbia

August 1 2009
We the undersIgned are the sons and daughters of
Kathleen Carter and we fully support her decision to end her life
and die with dignity.
She is of sound minq and is totally unencumbered by us in making
this decision.

Lee Carter

~~.........::::;=

Ann Metcalfe._~~~_~It!:::lt.~~
Marie Trew~fa
!

Price

-'---~---"'

10

Canada V7J 17:8

This is Exhibit E referred to in the
Affidavit of Lee Carter, sworn
~, 2011.
before me on

/

k

POB 9, ('11-8127

2009

Dear
From my early years as a child I clung to
when I was
in such
School at the United Church in my area. In
school I had two
where
and around us developed a little girls dub. I moved on to high
friends As my mother was a poor widow she had
funds and she
from her friends for me to weaL This was a bit hard on my own
At the end high school an uncle left me a modest
then I was
image of
by Normal School, a
to train teachers tor the
able to go to
still
I made one
elementary
along with the other members
my
at
Normal School where students were
the nrf'~hpr!

At

the man J loved. Within the army my
unit, and I was a camp follower.

the

When WWII
my husband
I settled down in North
a stay-at-home mother These too were happy years. Although
seven rn<l",r",n
After
of seven children left home I attended Simon Fraser
that
me and I enjoyed the
process.
nine and we
had one child at
family of women, not 10 exclude men When
the house and

11

new residence was in a
much gave up my contact \vith culture and
for ten years
Then my

area than my
friends I had a

to break

my
are as clear as others
capabilities and my
in the world and obtain my
the television.
the staff here f do
some problems
my hair done once a week. Although
a care
to dress me, to help with
and
with most
ng I do At
lime I am able to feed
f at
but at
(lunch) and supper I am at the
that I should
I need a little help but
more with each
I eat with
hand because my right hand is
useless
our children our income was <:tn'lrl"lpf1
In the years
up to me that I make the best
whatever the
felt that we could cope with
Income was modest at the
engineers standard in B.C.
some money
I
I have converted my assets into
to cover all costs and I have seen the cost
been
as the nerves detenorate due to
spinal column. Three weeks ago
the middle
the
I woke in the
the
with a conviction that what I was now
to
In my lifetime
I
I
know I am doi ng the
The next day I started to
un!i I I had contacted them all Fi ve of them

IS

of

who I am, and of my
The

d"~,r::"'<:tI

me and I had a CAT scan

12

!
neck i stiff and sore and sometimes I
needles

bed
lam
sec no reason
, which I see with my

Si

Kathleen Carter

by Ann

held on to a
my intelligence at this point
Thus it is diflicult to anticipate
a Ii for
r.r~,lln,tl condition
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9977 Allard Cres
Langley, BC
VIM 3V7

This is Exhibit F referred to in the
Affidavit of Lee Carter, sworn
before me on Al!9,Pst
2011.
/

August 30, 2009
In April, 2009 I saw my neurologist, Dr. Cameron of North
Vancouver, Be. And he gave the prognosIs of my condition. The
diagnosis is spinal stenosis. It is a progressive deterioration of the
nerves of my whole body. This condition cannot be improved by
medication or treatment He said the prognosis was that I would
end up flat 111 a bed, unable even to blow my nose. Not only
fTightening but also it killed my spirit to livc. This deterioration
has progressed up to my neck and chin and downward to my feet
I cannot eat by myself, cannot move by myself and I am
incontinent Although I do get up for meals, I spend the rest of the
day and night in bed. Given that I have always been a fiercely
independent woman I find the prospects of not being able to feed,
care and look after myself to be demeaning and totally
unacceptable. At this point I cannot move by myself

And each day it gets worse. Because of this I request the right to
die with dignity and that Dignitas prepare an accompanied suicide
for me
I am writing thIS letter with a sound mind and I have made this
deciSion myself and no one has contributed in the making of thIS
decision tor me.

Yours truly,

Kathleen Carter

.........

_-
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UI\..1NIIA~
~

To live with dignity
To die with dignity

p,
B,
ell-SJ
Forch
Phone t 4 I 44 980 44 59
Fax +41449801421

E-Mail:

U.5... l t.. ~ ••H:.UI5.

Mrs, Kathleen Carter
9'177 A liard Cres
BCVIM
Canada

2009

Request for the preparation of an accompanied suicide
Dear Mrs. Carter
Thank you
your letter of September 17, 2009. First, please send us the completed application form.
We need still two to tree older medical reports with substantial information
about patient history, diagnosis, possible prognosis, and treatments. The most
recent report should not be more than four months old, and the reports should be
legibly written. Please do not send us pictures or laboratory reports.
Once Dignitas is in possession of your completed application and the
membership contribution of CHF 3'000.-, according to our statutes (art.
para
5), we can
the matter further. All incomplete applications, including those
with outstanding
membership
will remam pending.
you to make the appropriate payment

If you still
in writing or
This is Exhibit G referred to in the
Affidavit of Lee Carter, sworn
before me on Au
, 2011.

advance by means of the en-

do not hesitate to contact us

Yours
JJIGNITAS
To die with dignit)

General
A
fo

15

lard
,BC

Lan!!1
VI

Septelll

This is Exhibit H referred to in the

Dign
P() B 9

CII-812 I'orch
Izerland
I am scndi
the com
the correct form

I am elldosl

Febman
elll·
truly

s l.ee

ApplicatIOn 1'01111 as
advIse me via email

.Iu
MR I report,
scan rcp0l1.
WI

as

If thIs

IS

scan report

not
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July 7, 2008

Patient:

File:

I{athleen CARTER
MRI-V-08-1017596

DOB:
Referred By:

August 19, 1920

MR E:II:am:

Cervical Spine

Dr. D. CAMERON

IStenosis.

Technique:

A routine MR of thl': (;t"rvirPll

Findings:
At C2~C3 there is
arid disc
in a right
distribUtion ~'ith resultant severe right
Iuoderate central canal encroachment. There is moderate left
p!l~n ide.ntified.
\vith

is moderate
rus;o Identified.

At C<I~CS there is disc soace narrfl'l.'J]ln
the central canal WIth Luschka's
canal encroachment and moderate
moder:a.te right foramina.!

encroaclUllC'J 1L

:\t C5~C7

~nd

disc material

central canal encroachment and
moderate left foraminal
The cervi co thora de

is 'I'ilithin normal limits.

eeen

foraminal

18

Patient:

Kathleen CARTER

l"i1e:

MRl-V·Q8-1017596

Page 2

is

There are no
seen at all of the IU.<_.<;;U
end plate of C4 ..vithout

metastatic

diacQsc.

There is central canal encroachment also at the craniocervical
h;;~i"
what appears to be spurring and pannus also
from the odontoid tip, This
incompletely evaluated as cross-sectional
not """T'£'YF1~"'rl at this level.
There are findings, however, for rather
at this level as
\'lith a
of abnormal cord

Dr. Jonathon Leipsic MD. FRCP(C'
CCBYFAX:

604-980-7013

Dr. D. CAMERON

Reports electronically read, but not signed I

Transcrib<:>d: 9 July OS/iw

Thill fax !:rwll>wh.sion is

and contains contldential information mtended
narned above.
other distribution, copying
disclosure is
have received this fax transmission in error. please
""'nd!!'!' immediately and
rt ... h·~" these pages
We thank you for your rr..nY'''·''''''

Ontario, L5T
565~1
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vancouver~
CoastalHealth

~weU-EMurj1!gtJtJ1'lt

North Shore I Coast Garibaldi Health Services

Lions Gate Hospital
North VanCOl/ver, BC,

COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY REPORT

Check in Date: 2008

F

Released

210·125 EAST 13TH STREET
V7L 2L3
NORTH VANCOU BC

CHECKIN#
1 39551

EXAM(S)
80560

T.1: 604·984-5176
Fax: 604-984·5171

217

2008

05 1221
12

1137

PHN

9018·490-893

Account # A08093555

Ordered by CAMERON, DONALD A
CAMERON,DONALD A
Att.",,,ninn· CAMERON.DONALD A
ADAIRJOHN

HEAD SCAN WIO CONTRAST
Ord
;SR

Comparison made to previous from January 24.2008.
HISTORY: Dysesthesia upper extremity bilaterally and decreased fine
motoL Query CNS ischemia.
FINDINGS:
There is moderate periventricular hypodensity. not significantly changed
from the previous study and compatible with changes of microvascular
ischemia.
is also moderate parenchymal atrophy.
No extra axial collections are identified
On the 1m
s through the skull base there is degenerative change
involving
C1 level with widening of the predental space. The
spinal canal at the C1 level appears significantly narrowed.
IMPRESSION Chronic microvascular ischemic change, not significantly
changed from previous.
Widening of the predental space and narrowing
spinal canal at the
C1-2level. Further evaluation with flexion-extension views of the
cervical
as well as MRI of the cervical spine is recommended,
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Vancouver ~~

CoastalHealth
Promotln,t

weu- E1lIlUri1I8 ~

North Shore I Coasl Garibaldi Health Secrvicf!!l

Lions Gate Hospital

Check in Date: 2008

05

1221

Report Released: 2008 Aug 12

1137

PHN

9018·490·893

Account # A08093555

PHYSICIANS:

CAMERON,DONALD A

210-125 EAST 13TH STREET

CHECK IN ##
1139551-80560

Tel: 60,4.984·5176
Fax: 604-984·5177

North Vancouver, BC, V7L 2L7

F

NORTH VANCOU BC

COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY REPORT

V7L 2L3

Ordered
Admitting:
Attending:
Family

CAMERON,DONALD A
CAMERON,DONALD A
CAMERON,DONALD A
ADAIR,JOHN

EXAM(S)

Transcriptionist- MR , Transcriptionist
Reading Radiolo ist- CHRISTOPHER (L} KING,L. Radiologist
Releasing R
' t- CHRISTOPHER (L) KIN\..:! , Radiorogist
Released Date Ti e- 08/08/12 1137
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Vancouver ~
~

(oastalHealth

North Shore Coast Garibaldi Health SeNice"

Lions Gate Hospital

COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY REPORT
Tel: 604.984·5116
Fax: 604·984.5771

North Vancouver, Be, V7L 2L7

Check in # 1250878

CARTER,KA THlEEN
DOB. 1920 Aug 19 (SSY)

Check in Date: 2009 Feb

F

Released: 2009 Feb 12

Patient Location: OPI

210·125 EAST 3TH STREET
V7L 2L3
NORTH VANCOU BC

EXAM(S)
80200

1250879

80600

1938
1800

PHN 9018·490·893
Account # A08259401

PHYSICIANS:

TO: CAMERON,DONALD A

CHECK IN ##
1250878

Unit # 0148125

Ordered by CAMERON,DONALD A
CAMERON,DONALD A
"or"""n' CAMERON,DONALD A
ADAIR.JOHN D(AL)
RAt."rrirlfl' ADAIRJOHN D(AL)

C-SPINE SCAN WIO CONTRAST
Ord
;SKUlL-TI 8. T12·S1
L·SPINE WIO CONTRAST
;SKULL·TI 8. T12-S1
Ord Diag

INDICATION: Neck pain, dysesthesia C1
stenosis,

dermatomes, Back pain. ?

TECHNIQUE: Non-contrast CT cervical and lumbar spine,
FINDINGS:
CT • CERVICAL SPINE
Vertebral body alignment is preserved. As before, there is widening of
the predental space to approximately 5 mm, Calcification surrounds the
odontoid, The odontoid tip is seen near the level of the foramen
. and although there are no sagittal images, this may represent
ma
ea basilar invagination. There is mild compression of the
cervicomedullary junction at the level of the dens. There is significant
multilevel disc space narrowing, C2-3 demonstrates moderate to severe
right paracentral disc osteophyte and uncovertebral osteophyte with
severe right neural foraminal stenosis. There is mild dural
compression. Mild left neural foraminal stenosis is present
demonstrates moderate right paracentral and posterior disc
uncovertebral osteophyte, There is
osteophyte with right and
severe right
moderate to severe left neural foraminal stenosis.
6 demonstrates moderate posterior
osteophyte complex. with
<:>C'C!r\t'.<:>ltnt1 uncovertebral osteophyte and severe bilateral neural
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Vancouver ~
~

North Shore f Coast Garibaldi Health Services

Lions Gate Hospital

COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY REPORT

CoastalHealth

Tel: 604-984-5776
Fax: 604-984-5717

Promotilt,g _lbiu& EJUuri1l8 roJ'l!c

Check in # 1250818

CARTER,KATHLEEN
DOB:

1920 Aug 19 (SUY)

Patient Location

F

OPI

Unit # 0148125

Check in Dale: 2009 Feb 11

1938

Released: 2009 Feb 12

1800

CAMERON,DONALD A
210,125 EAST 13TH STREET
V1L 2L3
NORTH VANCOU BC

PHN

9018490-893

Accounl# A08259401

Ordered by CAMERON,DONALD A
Admitting CAMERON,DONALD A
Attending CAMERON,DONALD A
ADAIR,JOHN D(AL)
Referring ADAIR,JOHN D(AL)

foraminal stenosis, C6-7 demonstrates posterior disc osteophyte and
uncovertebral osteophyte with severe left and moderate to severe right
neural foraminal stenosis, There is moderate posterior disc osteophyte
at C7-T1,
IMPRESSION: Severe degenerative changes throughout the cervical
described, There is a degree of basilar invagination, and I suspect
compression of the cervicomedullary junction, This would be better
assessed with MRL

as

CT LUMBAR SPINE
FINDINGS: No malalignment No acute osseous abnormality, L 1-2
demonstrates mild generalised disc bulge, and moderate to severe left
and moderate right facet degeneration with mild to moderate dural
compression,
L2-3 demonstrates severe disc space narrowing and endplate degeneration
with posterior generalised disc bulge, severe bilateral facet
degeneration and ligamentum flavum hypertrophy, and moderate dural
compression,
L3-4 demonstrates moderate generalised posterior disc bulge, severe disc
space narrowing and end plate degeneration, moderate facet degeneration
and ligamentum flavum hypertrophy, and associated moderate dural
compression, No overt nerve root compression,
demonstrates moderate to severe disc

narrowing and endplate
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vancouver ~
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CoastalHealth

North Shore I Coast Garibaldi Health Services

Lions Gate Hospital

COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY REPORT
Tal: S04-IU!4·5776
Fax: S04·984-5177

V7L 2L 7

Check in # 1250878

CARTER,KATHLEEN
DOB
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degeneration with vacuum phenomenon. There is a generalised posterior
disc bulge, moderate facet degeneration and ligamentum flavum
hypertrophy, and moderate dural compression. Moderate bilateral neural
foraminal stenosis is present without overt nerve root compression,
LS-S1 demonstrates mild disc space narrowing and endplate degeneration
without evidence of dural compression, There is mild foraminal stenosis
bilaterally, more prominent on the right than left but no evidence of
overt nerve root compression,
IMPRESSION: Multilevel lumbar degenerative disc changes and dural
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Affidavit of Lee Carter, sworn
before me on Au ust
2011.

Mrs. Kathleen Carter
do 9977 l\ liard Cres
BC VIM 3V7

I

Canada

E-Mail:

forch, November

2009

&10312104 doc

"'Provisional green light"

Dear Mrs. Carter
Please be advised that a medical doctor cooperating with us considers an accompanied suicide to be justified in your case and thus has just given his consent
10
prescription for you. Ho\vever, it is still
that
viously
meets you personally and talks to you. Now you have at
disposal a "provisional
light" for, or access to, an assisted and risk free suicide in Switzerland.
The following options are consequently available to you:
1) You accept the "provisional

light" as an emergency exit option to
made use of some time later on, while you postpone the consultations
of the doctor and the accompaniment until the time is ripe for you.

2) You consult the doctor in advance, retuming

of

while deciding only later on an
of the nrv'~"""

again to your
a second
suicide

3 ) You meet the medical doctor two times within three days (for example:
in order to make use
an acMonday/Wednesday or
companied suicide on the following day
At the moment, due to an intervention of the Chief Medical Doctor of
the Canton of Zurich (supervisory authority to the medical doctors),
an accompanied suicide with Pentobarbital of Sodium (PeS) is only
possible after more than one consultation of the doctor cooperating
with DIGNITAS.
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that the sole fact of having been
the "provisional
accompanied suicide in Switzerland might improve your
condition, rendering you
able to further endure life and even to enjoy it
to a
extent.
a
preparation of an accompanied suicide, we include hereinformation leaflet regarding the documents for
Swiss authorities
for the Swiss Registry Office in order to register the
and issue
an
death certificate}. At the date of the accompanied suicide, these
documents must not be older than 6 months. Therefore it is advisable to obtain them only shortly prior to contacting us for a possible date for the accompaniment. Please send us these documents together with the other enclosed
and 'Data
for authorities').
papers to be filled in (' AS
Should
tact us

still have any questions to be clarified, please
not hesitate to conphone or in writing so that we may give you the required answers.

Yours
DIGNITAS

Enclosure
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Necessary documents for the Registry Office:
for the transport of the hody or the urn to a place outside of Switzerland;
to issue a death Certificate

q
q

Canada

Civil status
Necessary ORIGINALS
Q the right to require additional documents Is reserved
(in specific cases)

.~

"'0

•

.t=

lU

,'e

f

.)1,
Passport or Identity Card
Q to be brought
your journey
copy in advance.
please send a

X·

Passport or Identity Card of your spouse, if married
a simple copy is sufficient

x

Complete and Certified copy of the Birth Record (Original)
(with names oryour parents)
to be obtained from the Registry Office ofthe
of birth
not older than 6 months

X

ofmarnl."t"

Original of Death Certificate of your spouse
10 be obtained from the
Office of the
Certificate of Domieile (Original Aflidavit)
Please se.e a notary
and establish an Affidavit
include civil state.
and recent residential
no. older than 6 months

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

Proof Civil Status (Original Affidavit)
district and establish an
Please see a notary public
Affidavit
to include civil state, nationality and recent
residential address)
not older than (, months
Certificate of Divorce with statement of legal effect
or copy certified by the
court ofIhe
your divorce

Q

x

of

X

x

of Dcarh

X

x

X

X

During my journey to Switzerland, I will be reachable by mobile phone
at the following number:
At my assisted suicide, the following persons will be present from my side
and will be ready afterwards to testify to the local authorities:
Family name
First name(s)
Street and Number
additional date
Post code, iocality
Phone number
Date of birth
Born at (cIty and country)
Profession:
Family name
First name(s)
Street and Number
additional date
Post code, locality
Phone number
Date of birth
Born at (city and country)
Profession:
Family name
First name( s)
Street and Number
additional date
Post code, locality
Phone number
Date of birth
Born at (city and country)
Profession:
Family name
First name(s)
Street and Number
additional date
Post code, locality
Phone number
Date of birth
Born at (city and country)
Profession:
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Dr. J.D. Adair,
#502 - 145 E 13th. Street,
North Vancouver, B.C.,
V7L lL4,
Canada,

December 3, 2009

This is Exhibit J referred to in the
Affidavit of Lee Carter, sworn
before me on August
2011.

To Whom It May Concern:
Re; Mrs. Kathleen Carter
DOB August 19, 1920
I have been Mrs. Carter's family physician since 1986 and have seen her regularly over
the years.

This letter is to confirm I have never had a reason in the past or at present to believe that
Mrs. Carter has suffered from a psychiatric illness or personality disorder.
In my opinion she is currently mentally competent She exhibits no indication of
dementia and is psychiatricalJy and emotionally healthy.

Yours truly,
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January 14,2010
This is Exhibit K referred to in the
Affidavit of Lee Carter, sworn
before me on Au
'f ,2011.

Friends:

It is important for me to share with you that I have chosen to die
with dignity, tomorrow January 15, 2010.
Two neurologists have diagnosed me as having Spinal Stenosis ..
In my latter years as my health deteriorated [ witnessed friends
whose body had totally collapsed and did not want to follow their
path. As a long-standing member of the Hemlock Society and the
Right to Die Society I enlisted the help of the latter, to die with
dignity. I and I alone made the choice to pursue this path. My
journey to Zurich, with Lee, Hollis, Marie and Price was filled
with laughter and fond reminiscing.
Do not mourn my passing, but rejoice, as I have, in our shared
memones.

Kay Carter

Euthanasia Prevention Coalition: Assisted Suicide
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Euthanasia Prevention
Coalition's fan Box

Wednesday, August 17, 2011

Euthanasia Prevention C.
on Facebook

Farewell Foundation case rejected. BCCLA case is a
recipe for elder abuse.

a::) Like

The Vancouver Sun reported that the case by the Farewell
Foundation, a group in BC that is trying to legalize assisted suicide,
was thrown-out by Justice Lynn Smith. The Farewell Foundation was
attempting to legalize "Swiss style" assisted suicide in Canada, which
means that they wanted the law to allow doctors and other people
to be able to assist a suicide.

Euthanasia Prevention
Coalition

Confirm

The Farewell Foundation of BC cas
is rejected. The BCCLA case is a
recipe for elder abuse.

link:

A couple of weeks ago, Justice Smith fasttracked the case by the BC Civil Uberties
Association (BCCLA). The BCCLA is
representing the family of Kay Carter, who
died by assisted suicide at the Dignitas
suicide center in January 2010, and Gloria
Taylor, who lives with ALS. The BCCLA case
is attempting to legalize euthanasia and
assisted suicide, via the court, in Canada

http://alexschadenberg.blogspo
t.comj2011j08jfarewell-foundation
case-rejected. htm 1
Euthanasia Pre\
Coalition: FareII'
Foundation caS(
BCCLA case is a
elder
alexschadenbergJ

t-JJ

Laura Kane, who wrote the article for the Vancouver Sun stated:
Justice Lynn Smith ruled the foundation did not have a strong
enough case to challenge the law, saying anonymous
members of the group must identify themselves in order to
prove the law directly affects them.

You like this.
Page . Insigr
You like this.
Page . Insigr

L5 hours ago

Euthanasia Prevention
2,900 people like Euthanasia Prevention
Coalition.2,899 people like Euthanasia Pre
Coalition.

However, Smith invited the group to apply to intervene in a
parallel right-to-die case led by the B.C. Civil Liberties
Association.
The Farewell Foundation for the Right to Die had argued that
the law against assisting suicide - which carries a maximum
penalty of 14 years in prison - violates its members' right to
die with dignity in the future.
Of the group's 117 members, only five were identified as
plaintiffs in the case. One of the plaintiffs committed suicide in
July.

EuthanaSIa Prevention Coaljtioo on Facebook

followers

r.

with Go091e Friend Connect

Members (87)

Donnaree Nygard, lawyer for the federal attorney-general,
argued the case was "hypothetical" because the plaintiffs were
not facing criminal charges for assisted suicide.

http://alexschadenberg.blogspot.com/search/label/Assisted%20Suicide[8/18/2011 2: 19:44 PM]
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Farewell Foundation lawyer Jason Gratl said the group
attempted something new by challenging a law on behalf of
anonymous members, and was unsuccessful.
"Justice Smith found that if the Farewell Foundation wished to
bring a constitutional challenge, the members whose health is
deteriorating must identify themselves," he said.
Already a member? ~

Russel Ogden, a founding director of the Farewell Foundation,
said he was encouraged by the invitation to intervene by
Smith, who is also overseeing the BCCLA case.
"I would compare it to someone in a race who knocks over a
hurdle," Ogden said. "It hurts a bit, you lose a few seconds,
but you're still in the race. You don't give up."

Euthanasia Prevention
Coalition
http://www.epcc.ca/

About Me

If its application to intervene is approved by the court, the
foundation would be' able to advance many of the same
arguments it would have presented in its challenge to the
Criminal Code, Ogden said.

ALEX SCHADENBEBG

Alex Schadenberg is
the executive
,

A party with intervener status may introduce evidence and
cross-examine witnesses.
The BCCLA-Ied case was recently fast-tracked due to the
failing health of plaintiff Gloria Taylor, 63, suffering from latestage amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, also known as Lou Gehrig's
disease. The trial is set to begin Nov. 15.
The case proposes a medical model that restricts the assistedsuicide procedure to medical professionals. The Farewell
Foundation, on the other hand, advocates the Swiss model, in
which right-to-die organizations oversee the procedure.
"Many of our members do not see this as a medical procedure,
and do not want it to occur in a clinical setting," Ogden said.

director of the
Euthanasia

Prevention Coalition - Canada, the
Chair of the Euthanasia
Prevention Coalition International Website:
www.epcc.ca. Email:
info@epcc.ca,. Call: 1-877-4393348.
View my complete profile
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Last year the Parliament of Canada rejected Bill
C-384 that was sponsored by Francine Lalonde
(BQ) which would have legalized euthanasia
and assisted suicide, by a vote of 228 to 59.
Since then an all-party committee of members
of parliament have been working on a report to
suggest ways that Canada needs to improve its
care in the areas of: Palliative Care, Suicide Prevention, Elder Abuse
and Disability issues. The Parliamentary Committee on Palliative and
Compassionate Care will release their report in November 2011.
The Euthanasia Prevention Coalition (EPC) is seeking intervener
status in the BCCLA case. EPC expected that the Farewell
Foundation case would be thrown out because it lacked standing in
relation to how serious it is to legalize euthanasia and assisted
suicide.
The Farewell Foundation case attempted to legalize, "Swiss style"
assisted suicide while the BCCLA (Carter/Taylor) case is attempting
to legalize euthanasia and assisted suicide via the court.

http://alexschadenberg.blogspot.com/search/label/Assisted%20Suicide[8/18/20 11 2: 19:44 PM]
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The EPC recognizes that the laws that prohibit euthanasia and
assisted suicide are designed to protect people in the most
vulnerable time of their life.

Rasouli deCision being
appealed to the Supreme
~

The EPC rejects the concept that it is necessary to legalize
euthanasia and/or assisted suicide in order to ensure a "death with
dignity".

Ottawa will not legalize
eutha nasia or assisted su" '

EPC also understands that societal attitudes will lead to people with
disabilities being steered towards death by euthanasia and elders
who are vulnerable or being abused by family members or caregivers will be subtly pressured to die. These people will not "freely
choose" but rather they will be coerced into dying by others who the
person has been manipulated by and who that elderly person is
dependant upon.

Massachusetts - Driye begins
to put assisted suicj. ..
BC Court fast-tracks
challenge to assisted
suicide".

Posted by Alex Schadenberg at 10:21 PM 0 comments
Labels: ASSisted Sujcide, Be Ciyil Liberties Assocjation, Elder Abuse, .f£.l:.,
euthanasia, Farewell Foundation, Gloria Taylor, Kay Carter, parliamentary
Committee

BC Judge fast-tracks euthanasia and assisted
suicide case in Canada
On August 4, the Euthanasia
Prevention Coalition (EPe) reacted to
the decision by Justice Lynn Smith, to
fast-track the (Carter/Taylor) case
which challenges Canada's laws that
protect vulnerable people from
euthanasia and assisted suicide. This
update provides further information.
Justice Smith, agreed to fast-track a
challenge to Canada's euthanasia and assisted suicide laws by the
BC Civil Uberties Association (BCCLA) who are representing Gloria
Taylor and the family of Kay Carter, the (Carter/Taylor) case. The
case will be heard starting on November 15, 2011.
Last year, Canada's parliament rejected Bill C-384 that would have
legalized euthanasia and assisted suicide by a vote of 228 to 59.
After losing the political debate, the right to die lobby is bringing
their demand for legalized killing to the courts.
The BCCLA claims that euthanasia and assisted suicide can be
legalized with strict safeguards.
A study, published in the CMAJ (May 2010) found that 32% of the
euthanasia deaths in Belgium were done without request or consent.
Another study published in the BMJ (Oct 2010) found that only
52.8% of the euthanasia deaths in Belgium were reported.
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In Oregon, where assisted suicide is legal,
the oyerall suicide rate has climbed since
2000 and is now 35% higher than the
national average. At the same time people,
such as Barbara Wagner & Randy Stroup,
who were denied medical treatment by the

http://alexschadenberg.blogspot.com/search/label/Assisted%20Suicide[8/18/2011 2: 19:44 PM]
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Euthanasia Prevention Coalition: Assisted Suicide
In the previous parliamentary session, Harold
Albrecht, Member of Parliament from KitchenerConestoga, introduced Motion 388 to ensure that
Canada's assisted suicide act also applies to
Internet Suicide Predators, such as Melchert-Dinkel.
Motion 388 passed in the House of Commons
unanimously.
EPC will urge the government to bring forth a bill
that clarifies that Internet Suicide Predators, and
those who counsel suicide via communications
devices, will be prosecuted under Canada's assisted suicide act.
For more information about the Melchert Dinkel case go to: ..Li.o.k
Posted by Alex Schadenberg at 10:27 AM 0 comments
Labels: Assisted Suicide, Internet suicide sites, Motion 388, Nadia Kaiouji,
William Melchert-Dinkel

Friday, April 29, 2011

Euthanasia Prevention Coalition to intervene in a
BC court case that threatens to legalize euthanasia
and assisted suicide in Canada.
The BC Civil Liberties Association
(BCCLA) has launched a court
challenge (the Carter case) to
overturn Canada's prohibition of
assisted suicide and euthanasia. The
Euthanasia Prevention Coalition
(EPC) will intervene, when
appropriate, in the case. EPC
believes that the case should not be
given standing by the court;
however, if the case proceeds EPC
will seek intervention status.
The case is based on Kay Carter, who was diagnosed with spinal
Stenosis in 2008. Kay was a member of the euthanasia lobby for
many years, and was brought to Switzerland in January 2010, by
her daughter Lee Carter and son-in-law Hollis Johnson. She died by
assisted suicide at the Dignitas
suicide clinic in Zurich. Lee and
Hollis claim that they technically
broke the law. The case also
includes Dr. William Shoichet, a
physician in Victoria BC who claims
that he is willing assist the suicides
of his patients, if the law were
changed or struck down by the
court.
The BCCLA is attempting to overturn the Criminal code provisions
prohibiting euthanasia and assisted suicide by asserting that the law
is unconstitutional. The BCCLA hope to bring the case to the
Supreme Court with the expectation that the Court will reverse the
Rodriguez decision (1993) and strike down the assisted suicide act.
They also want to strike down the provisions in the Criminal Code

http://alexschadenberg.blogspot.com/search/label/Assisted%20Suicide[8/ 18/20 11 2: 19:44 PM]
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that prohibit euthanasia.
EPC challenges BCCLA's assertion that the Assisted Suicide Act is
unconstitutional. The very basis of their case is incorrect, for several
reasons. The Criminal Code does not infringe individual autonomy
but rather it protects vulnerable persons.
!
f)t'l}
'
.
11[
"I
.
Canada
has an interest in protecting its
J.LL\
1),.)1.
I
citizens
from
having death or harm imposed
AGRO\VIj\,t~ BL\l
on them. The government must protect elders
and people with disabilities from abuse and
undue influence.
The BCCLA states in its "Notice of Claim" that
the provisions in the Criminal Code that are unconstitutional, in
relation to this case are: Sections 14, 21, 22, 222, and 241.
Section 14 states:
no person is entitled to consent to have death inflicted on him, and
such consent does not affect the criminal responsibility of any person
that inflicts on the person who consents.
Section 21 states:
(1) Everyone is a party to an offence who: (a) actually commits it;
(b) does or omits to do anything for the purpose of aiding any
person to commit it; (c) abets any person in committing it.
(2) Renders two or more persons carry out an unlawful intention to
carry out an unlawful purpose and to assist each other to carrying
out the common purpose, commits an offence, each of them who
knew or ought to have known that the offence would be a probable
consequence.
Section 22 states:
(1) and (2) Renders a person who counsels another person to be
party to an offense, where the person counselled is thereafter a
party to an offence, also a party to the offence.
Section 222 is the homicide provision of the Criminal Code.
Euthanasia is defined as a form of homicide.
Section 241 is the assisted suicide provision in the Criminal Code.
Section 241 prohibits, aiding, abetting (encouraging) and counselling
suicide.
The BCCLA asserts that the Criminal Code prevents people from
having control over personal choices. In fact the Criminal Code does
not prevent personal choice, but rather it prevents another person
from causing death or being involved with causing the death of
another person. The Criminal Code prohibits a person from aiding,
encouraging or counselling a person to commit suicide and it
prohibits a person from directly and intentionally causing the death
of a nother person.
The BCCLA also falsely asserts that withholding medical treatment or
care that may result in the death of the person is that same as
actively causing the death of a person. The courts have correctly
recognized that there is a difference between causing a person's
death and letting them die.
EPC holds that the Criminal Code, when effectively applied, is
designed to protect vulnerable people from another person
influencing, encouraging, counselling or physically assisting the
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suicide of a person or directly causing that persons death. The
Criminal Code protects people with disabilities from others who may
consider their lives as not worth living and it protects seniors and
other vulnerable people from the ultimate form of elder abuse, an
intended death.
Disability activist, Mark Pickup, from Alberta
stated to EPC:
"the newspaper described Kay Carter (89)
as a Right to die proponent. She developed
spinal stenosis in 2008 which causes "pain,
lack of coordination, numbness, loss of
bladder and bowel control and paralysis."
That was enough reason to overturn laws
against assisted suicide? I disagree. I've
had those very same symptoms (and many
others) throughout my 27 year journey with
multiple sclerosis. I want our laws
prohibiting assisted suicide to stay in effect and enforced, in
case I despair and happen to meet someone like Kay's
daughter and son-in-law who agrees with killing me."

Based on negative social attitudes toward people with disabilities
and the growing awareness of the social scourge of elder abuse,
society must not remove the protections in law that exist to prevent
assisted suicide or euthanasia, but rather society needs to uphold
and maintain these laws while enhancing the care and protection
that is provided for people with disabilities, people with chronic
conditions, the frail elderly and those who are nearing death.
Posted by Alex Schadenberg at 11: 22 AM 0 comments
Labels: Assisted Suicide, BC CiYil Liberties Association, ~, Dignitas clinic,
euthanasia, Euthanasia Prevention Coalition, Mark Pickup

Friday, April 22, 2011

Vermont Assisted Suicide bad idea, bad bill
Grace Weber wrote a good article about the bill to legalize assisted
suicide in Vermont that was published in the Burlington Free Press
yesterday. Weber comments about the language of the bill and the
outcome of legalizing assisted suicide. If there is nothing wrong with
assisted suicide, then why do they need to lie about it.

The article is republished in full.
When we discard the euphemism "death with
dignity" and replace it with plain English, we
see that the Vermont Legislature proposes to
endorse and enable suicide for qualifying
citizens. The idea is bad, and the bill is bad.

Certainly, terminal illness is a wrenching problem. But there are
others. Loss of good name, heartbreak and financial ruin are among
the other reasons for which competent persons commit suicide. Does
anyone doubt that mental anguish can be as great as physical pain?
http://alexschadenberg.blogspot.com/search/label!Assisted%20Suicide[8/ 18/20 11 2: 19:44 PM]
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